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EcoSoya® – The World’s Easiest Soy Waxes  

What Do EcoSoya Quantum Waxes Offer to the Candle Manufacturer? 
 

Ease of Use – Our waxes boast one thing that no other plant-based waxes are known for – amazing ease of 
use. Because our waxes are now easier to use than ever, you have more time to produce, create, and 
innovate. Try them for yourself!  

This Means Faster Manufacturing - The flexibility EcoSoya waxes offer means success with a wider pour 
temperature range and ease of manufacturing. Additionally, Quantum based waxes can be cooled during 
manufacturing with little risk of improper curing. This means faster production, higher efficiency, less 
manufacturing waste, and a positive impact to your bottom line. 

 

High Quality & Stability – EcoSoya waxes are extremely stable, non-polymorphic, have wide pour temperature 
ranges, and offer exceptional consistency and performance every time.   

This Means a Consistent Customer Experience - Consistency is key both during and after production and, even 
more importantly, in the consumer’s hands. Traditionally, temperature variations, unpredictable shipping, and 
rough handling could ruin an otherwise great soy candle due to polymorphism. Our Quantum waxes are stable 
enough to withstand varied environments and create a consistently repeatable end user experience through 
exceptional quality and performance. 

 

Exceptional Clean Burn – First, EcoSoya pioneered a source of renewable wax products that resulted in 
meeting consumer desires. Now, our waxes burn even cleaner for a healthier home environment. 

This Means Faster Fragrance Throw - Consumers now want things cleaner, better, and faster. Our Quantum 
waxes support the use of very large wicks for a faster fragrance throw without the typical sooting issues of the 
past. This ability meets consumer desires while offering the opportunity for increased sales. 

 

Plant-Based Wax Is All We Do – We deliver unparalleled support, focus, and dedication to your wax needs; at 
EcoSoya Brands, LLC, it’s all we do. 
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